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From the base to the lower step, A in the sketch
(p. 53), the moraine is bare of vegetation ; then comes
a narrow belt which is, so to speak, under cultivation ;
here plants are beginning to gain foothold, mostly small
bushes of Hippophae, Pyracantha, and Rubus with tufts
of grass. The second ledge, A in the sketch, is 150 feet
above the glacier, and the summit of the moraine B
which is thickly overgrown with forest and traversed
by the path between Milong and the lower temple, is
200 feet above the upper ledge. The fact that there is
such a sharp distinction between the forest-clad moraine
above, where vegetation has firmly established itself,
and the bare earth slope below, suggests a periodicity
in the retreat of the ice, to which the ledges referred
to may be due. Beneath the trees, scratched stones
occur, and on the other slope of the moraine, not yet
obliterated by debris fallen from the cliffs above, deeply
scored rocks may be seen.
Two or three hundred yards below the foot of the
glacier, mounds of earth and rocks arc piled high, but
beyond that the material of the terminal moraine has
been sorted and cut into gravel terraces by the stream,
though the valley still preserves the deep U-shapc in
section associated with ice work, and evidence of the
previous extension of the ice can be traced at least as
far as the village, two miles away.
I asked the local people if the ice had ever extended
further and they replied that forty or fifty years ago
it had come further down the valley.
Crossing over to the right bank, facing north, there is
no moraine to speak of either above or below the glacier
foot, nor is there any sheer cliff; instead, the ice extends
as a thin coating protected by earth only a little higher

